Sustained Clinical Response to 4th-Line Therapy with Selpercatinib in RET Fusion-Positive Combined Small Cell Lung Cancer
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Objective: Combined small cell lung cancer (C-SCLC) is a relatively rare subtype of small cell lung cancer (SCLC) which combines SCLC and any component of non-small cell carcinoma (NSCLC). Patients diagnosed with C-SCLC are currently recommended to receive the same treatment as SCLC cases in the absence of clear evidence suggesting different strategies. The genomic profiling of C-SCLC is rarely studied. Herein, we report a case of extensive-stage C-SCLC harboring the KIF5B-RET fusion before first-line therapy and with persistent sensitivity to fourth-line selpercatinib treatment is reported.

Materials and Methods: Molecular and pathological features were evaluated using transbronchial lung biopsy, immunohistochemical (IHC) staining and next-generation sequencing (NGS).

Results: NGS revealed the KIF5B-RET fusion in the C-SCLC tumor. The patient had a progression-free survival (PFS) surpassing 14 months after selpercatinib treatment, with ongoing clinical response in 4th-line treatment.

Conclusion: This case highlights the importance of comprehensive molecular testing in C-SCLC for selecting the optimal treatment. Although RET fusion is rare in patients with C-SCLC, its identification and treatment with selective RET inhibitors may contribute to clinical benefits.
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Introduction

The 2021 WHO classification categorizes neuroendocrine neoplasms (NENs) of the lung as a single tumor group, which includes low- and intermediate-grade typical carcinoid (TC) and atypical carcinoid (AC) and high-grade NE carcinomas (NECs), including large cell neuroendocrine carcinoma (LCNEC) and small cell lung cancer (SCLC). Combined small cell lung cancer (C-SCLC) is a subtype of SCLC that comprises three types according to the different components combined with SCLC, including adenocarcinoma, LCNEC, and squamous cell carcinoma. Indeed, approximately 5–28% of surgically resected SCLCs are diagnosed as C-SCLCs. However, limited specimens, such as those obtained for cytology or from a small biopsy, tend to underestimate C-SCLC incidence. The current guidelines for SCLC management do not describe a standard treatment for C-SCLC in detail. Routinely, C-SCLC management consists of multimodality treatment (surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, and immunotherapy) and is often based on SCLC guidelines.

To date, genomic changes in C-SCLC remain unclear, and RET fusions in C-SCLC have not been reported. The RET proto-oncogene is located on the long arm of chromosome 10 with a length of 60,000 bp and 21 exons. The RET gene promotes carcinogenesis primarily by gene fusion, point mutation, and amplification, and is associated with multiple cancers. RET fusions have been detected in most papillary thyroid carcinomas and in 1–2% of NSCLCs. RET fusions...
involve different fusion partners, with the most common being KIF5B-RET (62–68.2%) and CCDC6-5B (16.8–21%).
Currently, the tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) selpercatinib and pralsetinib have been approved by the FDA for locally advanced or metastatic solid tumors with RET fusions that have progressed on or following prior systemic treatment. Furthermore, several strategies and novel targeted drugs are currently under investigation.

Here, we report for the first time a case of extensive-stage C-SCLC, in which the tumor harbored the KIF5B-RET fusion before first-line therapy and was persistently sensitive to selpercatinib after failed cytotoxic chemotherapy, immunochemotherapy and anlotinib hydrochloride administration. This case highlights the importance of comprehensive molecular testing in C-SCLC for selecting the optimal treatment. Although RET fusion is rare in patients with C-SCLC, its identification and treatment using selective RET inhibitors may contribute to clinical benefits.

**Case Presentation**
A 57-year-old never-smoking Asian woman with no significant medical history presented with cough and dyspnea for 2 months. Computed tomography (CT) revealed a mass in her left upper lung (primary lesion, 4.1 cm) with obvious bilateral intrapulmonary and mediastinal lymph node metastases (Figure 1a), without bone, liver, kidney, and brain metastases.

Subsequently, a transbronchial biopsy of the tumor mass in the left upper lobe was carried out, and histological analysis revealed C-SCLC (Figure 2a) comprising SCLC (Figure 2b) and LCNEC (Figure 2c), without gland formation or keratinization. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) showed positive signals for synaptophysin (Syn, Figure 2d–f), pan-cytokeratin (PCK, Figure 2g–i), and Ki67 (MIB-1, Figure 2j–l), with a high proliferative index of 50% (average for SCLC and LCNEC). Other biomarkers, including napsin A, lymphocyte common antigen (LCA), and desmin were not detected. Finally, the patient was diagnosed with advanced stage (cT2bN2M1a, IV A) lung neuroendocrine carcinoma (combined SCLC and LCNEC) in January 2021.

![Figure 1](https://doi.org/10.2147/OTT.S440610)

**Figure 1** Imaging evaluation and detection of serum tumor biomarkers during treatment. (a–g) Sequence of anticancer treatments and the corresponding imaging evaluations. Red arrows indicate the primary tumor, while red asterisks indicate newly developed intrapulmonary metastatic lesions. A remarkable shrinkage of the primary tumor and intrapulmonary metastases was observed after 5 and 14 months of treatment with selpercatinib. (h) Serum CEA and NSE were detected to monitor clinical response during the treatment.

**Abbreviations:** Jan., January; Mar., March; Jul., July; Dec., December; Aug., August; VP-16, etoposide; DDP, cisplatin; T, atezolizumab; Nab-p, nab-paclitaxel; CBP, carboplatin; PCI, prophylactic cranial irradiation; CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen; NSE, neuron-specific enolase.
The patient showed progressive disease (PD) after 3 cycles of first-line chemotherapy (cisplatin, etoposide) combined with immunotherapy (atezolizumab), manifested as enlargement of the primary lesion (5.0 cm, Figure 1b). Considering the presence of LCNEC, paclitaxel-albumin combined with carboplatin was applied for second-line chemotherapy while maintaining atezolizumab. Fortunately, the patient achieved a partial response (PR) after four cycles (primary lesion, 2.6 cm; Figure 1c) and received prophylactic cranial irradiation (PCI) subsequently.

Then, the patient developed PD during regular follow-up with new intrapulmonary metastases (Figure 1d). Considering the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance status (PS) of the case was 2 and the patient declined further tissue biopsy and chemotherapy, anlotinib hydrochloride, a novel multitarget tyrosine kinase inhibitor, was administered as third-line therapy. However, the lesions grew rapidly and additional metastases occurred (Figure 1e). To examine genetic changes in the tumors, next-generation sequencing (NGS), evaluating 1021 cancer-related genes (Geneplus), was performed on treatment-naive tumor and blood specimens after third-line treatment, respectively. NGS data showed that the treatment-naive tumor from the patient had the KIF5B-RET fusion (41.4%) and RB1 deletion, with blood cell-free DNA (cfDNA) still containing the KIF5B-RET fusion (0.1%). Soon afterwards, the
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patient was administered 160 mg selpercatinib twice daily and achieved a PR in almost all lesions, including the primary tumor (3.1 cm) and metastatic lesions (Figure 1f).

At the time of manuscript preparation, the patient was still taking selpercatinib with a progression-free survival (PFS) surpassing 14 months and ongoing response (primary lesion, 2.8 cm; Figure 1g). No obvious drug-related adverse reactions have been observed thus far. Meanwhile, the monitoring of serum carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) and neuron-specific enolase (NSE) during the treatment course revealed these biomarkers may be related to therapeutic effects (Figure 1h). Written informed consent was obtained from the patient for the publication of this case.

Discussion

This report presents a patient with stage IV C-SCLC harboring the KIF5B-RET fusion whose disease responded to selpercatinib for both primary tumor and intrapulmonary metastases in 4th-line treatment, highlighting the importance of comprehensive molecular testing in C-SCLC for selecting the optimal treatment. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report demonstrating the presence of the KIF5B-RET fusion and examining the effect of RET inhibitor therapy in stage IV C-SCLC.

To date, the genomic profiling of C-SCLC has been rarely examined, and several studies have reported the molecular characterization of C-SCLC by NGS. In the latter reports, the most altered genes were tumor protein P53 (TP53) and retinoblastoma 1 (RB1), followed by KRAS and NOTCH family genes. In addition, targetable genomic mutations include EGFR and ALK alterations. There are also detected in C-SCLCs, which usually contain the adenocarcinoma component. However, RET fusions have not been reported in C-SCLC. Herein, we present a patient with stage IV C-SCLC harboring the KIF5B-RET fusion.

Overall, RET mutations in SCLC are rare. Mulligan et al and Lu et al identified no mutations with statistical significance in the RET gene in 32 SCLC patients and 54 SCLC cell lines, respectively. Similarly, RET fusions have not been reported in C-SCLC. However, RET fusions could be found in pure LCNEC occasionally. For instance, in a study examining 52 LCNEC patients by reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), one patient had a RET fusion. In addition, Aakriti et al reported a case of stage IV LCNEC harboring the KIF5B-RET fusion who responded to selpercatinib. In the current case, considering CEA level fluctuation throughout the course of treatment and the limitations of needle biopsy in this non-smoking Asian female patient, the adenocarcinoma component or driver genes could not be ruled out. Therefore, NGS was performed, and the KIF5B-RET fusion was confirmed. Therefore, clinicians should pay close attention to CEA levels in patients with neuroendocrine cancer throughout the disease course and be aware of the possibility of driver genes in C-SCLC.

Selpercatinib is a first-in-class, highly selective and potent RET kinase inhibitor with central nervous system (CNS) activity. To date, selpercatinib has been approved in multiple countries for advanced or metastatic RET-altered lung cancers. The Phase I/II LIBRETTO-001 trial is a single-arm open-label study of selpercatinib in patients with RET-altered NSCLC. Updated efficacy data from this study in platinum chemotherapy pretreated patients (n = 247) indicated an objective response rate (ORR) of 61% (95% CI: 55 to 67), with 7% of cases achieving a complete response (CR) and a median duration of response (DoR) and PFS of 28.6 and 24.9 months, respectively. Meanwhile, selpercatinib also showed low-grade toxicity in LIBRETTO-001 and the SIREN study, a real-world retrospective study, providing a basis for the use of selpercatinib in patients with poor PS (≥2). Similarly, the C-SCLC patient with the RET-fusion (PS = 2) in this report achieved durable efficacy with low-grade toxicity in 4th-line treatment. Notably, no intracranial metastasis was found at regular cranial MRI/CT follow-ups (data not shown). This may be due to the timely PCI and selpercatinib (CNS activity). In this real-world study, the selective RET-inhibitor selpercatinib demonstrated durable systemic effects in RET fusion-positive C-SCLC and was well tolerated.

Regarding patient prognosis in C-SCLC, conflicting results have been reported by various studies. While a worse OS was reported in C-SCLC cases compared with individuals with pure SCLC, others reported that C-SCLC patients have better OS. Yang et al found marginally nonsignificant differences in OS (median: C-SCLC, 10.00 vs pure SCLC, 9.00 months; P = 0.17) based on the SEER database. Although the current C-SCLC case had progressed to stage IV at the initial diagnosis, her survival time far exceeded the median overall survival times of previously reported C-SCLC patients with active and reasonable treatment strategies. These findings suggest that patient survival in C-SCLC may be
mainly based on the histological components, stage, and gene status of the tumor. In addition, active molecular detection and reasonable treatment may substantially increase patient survival.

The limitations of this study should be mentioned. First, due to the poor PS score and will of the patient, a histological specimen for assessing progression after third-line treatment was not collected. Therefore, the exact tumor genetic status before selpercatinib administration could not be determined. However, cfDNA extracted from blood serum for high-depth NGS after the third line of treatment showed a low level of the KIF5B-RET fusion, which may play an important role in patients who could not undergo histological biopsy. In addition, since the sample was obtained by biopsy, it was insufficient for fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), which could help determine the origin of the pathological type (SCLC or LCNEC) of the RET fusion.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, we present the first report of a case of combined SCLC and LCNEC with RET fusion-positivity showing an ongoing treatment response to selpercatinib in 4th-line therapy for 14 months. Identification of actionable genomic alterations by molecular profiling may play an important role in the clinical management of C-SCLC. Selective RET inhibitors are a viable therapeutic option for RET fusion-driven C-SCLC.
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